The assumption that the tokamak magnetic configuration at equilibrium is associated with the stationary magnetic entropy and with minimum plasma thermal energy leads to the prediction of definite profiles for the induced current density and for the pressure. These profiles should characterize the states spontaneously assumed by the tokamak under normal conditions (to be defined in the text).
INTRODUCTION
The equilibrium of the plasma confined in a magnetic field is completely determined when the distribution of the current density and of the pressure is known together with the external physical and geometrical conditions. However the current density and the pressure are not fully fixed by the equation describing the static magnetic equilibrium (e.g. the Grad-Shafranov equation) in view of the arbitrary functions involved by this equation. Surely the macroscopic equilibrium is the result of the complex dynamics of the underlying system of particles subject to individual as well as to collective interactions. Notwithstanding this complication, one could ask whether these interactions may result finally in a spontaneous selection among the infinite possibilities allowed by the arbitrariness of the equation, a selection operated innerly by the plasma itself when it is not forced artificially toward a specific configuration by external interventions. According to this point of view one is led naturally to consider that to the equilibrium states of the plasma could correspond suitably defined probabilities whose relative measure determines the selection among all possible states of the fluctuating system. That is, one could introduce the possibility space of all current density distributions (conveniently coarse-grained) and define the probability p i of each distribution (labeled by i) under suitable constraints. We have adopted the point of view of information theory where the constraints have a hypothetical meaning to be confirmed by the experimental test. The collective (macroscopic) equilibrium state of the plasma is introduced through the constraints and is characterized in the statistical model by the fact that it is independent of the effects at the individual particle level, as is the case of collective systems described by Vlasov equation [1] ∑ ln will then provide the interpretative tool for inserting the state selection based on probability in the framework of a generalized thermodynamics.
Following this line of thought one arrives at the concept of "magnetic entropy" [1] , a functional of the macroscopic current density j and of the vector potential A, whose variation properties determine the "privileged" plasma equilibria:
where µ is a parameter (a Lagrange multiplier) whose role will be illustrated in the text. The present paper is dedicated to the comparison with the experiment of the privileged states predicted by the variation properties of (1.1) in the case of a stationary tokamak. The tokamak is an open system in interaction with the external world through the Ohmic transformer and the auxiliary power. Since the system is not isolated, the entropy is not required to be maximum, but it can be assumed to be stationary even locally, expressing the local balance between the entropy injected externally and the entropy produced in the plasma. This assumption leads to an equation for the inductive current density [1, 2] whose aspects in cylindrical circular geometry will be discussed in section 2. In section 3 we discuss the thermodynamic relation that holds under stationary conditions between this equation and the electron transport in the domain of validity of the theory. In section 4 we present the form of the pressure profiles derived, according to refs. [2, 3] , from the requirement that the total plasma thermal energy is stationary (in general minimum) for fixed magnetic entropy (1.1) and for fixed plasma induced current. One obtains a one-parameter family of suitably normalized pressure profiles, each profile (in general concave) being fixed by the value of the total thermal energy of the plasma.
In section 5 the theoretical results for the current density and for the pressure are compared with the observations in a number of discharges in different tokamaks, with different plasma regimes and heating methods (see Table I ). The domain of validity of the theory is clearly illustrated considering situations with strong non inductive currents or when the current profile is artificially modified by external interventions (e.g. for generating an internal transport barrier). Finally, section 6 contains the conclusion and the Appendix gives information about the correction that is applied for taking into account the noncircular geometry.
STATIONARY MAGNETIC ENTROPY (SME) AND THE EQUATION FOR THE CURRENT DENSITY
The SME equation for the current density in a tokamak, whose predictions will be compared with the observations, has the form [1] (2.1)
where E = Ee φ is the externally induced electric field. We shall discuss later in this section the role, connected with the loop voltage, of the parameter µ. In section 3 it will be shown, on the ground of the consistency of eq.(2.1) with the electron power balance, that the quantity p E is the net power density (auxiliary power minus non diffusive losses) deposited on electrons in addition to the term E • j, under the thermodynamic conditions consistent with the stationary entropy.
The current density in eq.(2.1) is the inductive current driven by the electric field E. In general the total current density will be the sum of inductive and non inductive parts (neglecting a possible interaction between the two parts) (2.
2)
The form of j nind (r) depends on the specific mechanism that creates it (the mechanism of bootstrap and that of the current drive by electromagnetic fields or neutral injection) and it is taken from experiment, that is, it is calculated from their generation mechanism consistently with the experimental data. Eq.(2.1) is expected to hold when the plasma settles in an asymptotical relaxed situation in the absence of a strong non inductive drive and outside the region where macroscopic dynamical processes (e.g. sawteeth) are present. In general the zone of relaxation is a bounded region, the so called "confinement region". This excludes the central region of the discharge dominated by sawteeth up to the value q(r 1 ) ≈ 1 of the safety factor and the edge region with r > sa where s is a fraction of the minor radius a and sa corresponds to some value of r outside the surface with q = 2.
Eq.(2.1) is solved in cylindrical circular geometry. A correction for noncircular geometry is applied to the calculation of integral quantities like the total current, the poloidal magnetic field and the safety factor (see Appendix).
The boundary value of j(r) at r = sa is taken from experiment as well as the loop voltage U and the electric field E = U/2πR. The value at the inner boundary r = r 1 depends on the physical situation in the central region r < r and will be discussed in section 5. The parameter µ is then used to fit the solution to the given boundary conditions and the given U. This is achieved in general for a value of µsa lower than one (see Table II ). The profiles become rather insensitive to changes of µsa (and of U) below this value. Also they are rather insensitive to the intensity and the detailed form of the power deposition p E (profile consistency). Indeed p E enters eq.(2.1) through the term µ 2 pE / E which tends to be essentially invariant with respect to changes of the factors [3] , while p E (r) determines the current density profile through a double integration (see eq.(4.3)) which smoothes out the detailed form of the power deposition.
When the relaxed region reaches the minor axis (e.g. in the case q(0) > 1 the solution is fixed by requiring the vanishing of the derivative of j(r) at r = 0 and the value of j(r) at r = sa. However in the cases considered here the relaxation region of the current does no include the axis and the solution is obtained by taking from the experiment the values of the current density at the inner and outer boundaries of this region.
THERMODYNAMIC RELATION BETWEEN THE SME EQUATION AND THE

ELECTRON THERMAL TRANSPORT
Let us compare the integral of the SME equation (2.1) with the power balance of the electrons where q h is the thermal flux of the electrons and S is the surface enclosing the plasma volume V p . It follows that in the SME states the thermal flux is related to the derivative of the current density (3.2) provided that p E is the net non Ohmic power density deposited on electrons. In this way the stationary entropy condition expressed by the first equation where the constant is fixed by the boundary condition at the inner border of the confinement region.
The heat flux is then expressed in terms of the magnetic configuration, which in turn depends on the power deposited on electrons through the SME equation. In order to determine the temperature one needs a constitutive relation, for instance (3.5)
The electron temperature T e , calculated from eq.(3.5), is therefore the result of the combined effect of the magnetic configuration at hand and of the thermal transport described by the specific form of χ eff .
PRESSURE PROFILE OF THE SME STATES
The pressure profile will be expressed in terms of the poloidal flux ψ, which is determined in the cylindrical limit by the D'Alembert equation are integration constants to be fixed by the boundary conditions on the current density and
The pressure profile is determined applying the variation procedure previously introduced in refs.
[2,3], namely we assume that the plasma thermal energy in the confinement zone 
plasma thermal energy in the integration zone (this is related to the width and to the concavity of the pressure profile). We refer for the details to [2, 3] . We are then restricted by the variation procedure above to a one-parameter family of pressure profiles. In order to fix a specific profile of the family one should solve the equations of transport. Here we take from the experiment the value of the total plasma thermal energy of the discharge at hand.
The treatment above holds in the large aspect ratio limit of the toroidal equilibrium described by the Grad-Shafranov equation. For the treatment of the SME model in toroidal geometry see refs. [2, 3] .
The consistency of the SME equation (2.1) and of the principle of minimum plasma energy with the Grad-Shafranov equation imposes strong constraints on the arbitrary functions entering into this equation. This leads naturally to the calculation of the effect of poloidal currents on the toroidal field. Here the toroidal field is assumed as purely external and uniform.
SME STATES AND EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
The first step of the analysis consists in a standard interpretative transport simulation performed with a transport code (JETTO, ASTRA, CRONOS, EVITA), using for the input profiles the experimental data, including, for part of the JET shots, the safety factor calculated taking into account the Motional Stark Effect. This process produces the radial profile of the inductive current density and of the pressure to be compared with that predicted by the SME equations (2.1) and (4.8).
The natural field of application of the SME model concerns relaxed states in which the Table I shows the characteristic parameters of the discharges analyzed in this paper (for the definition of the geometrical parameters k e0 and k e1 see the appendix). We concentrated mainly on auxiliarly heated discharges, as the case of purely Ohmic discharges has been already studied in TCV [2, 5] . The SME equations are solved in a relaxed zone saλ ≤ r ≤ sa using for E the experimental value obtained from the loop voltage and taking from experiment the values of j and p at the boundaries. The input p E to (2.1), which gives the net non Ohmic power on electrons, is supplied by the interpretative transport codes. Table II shows the parameters involved in the solution of (2.1) and (4.8) and the quantities Table II ) than 10%.
In the discussion of the data of the Tables we distinguish two cases depending whether the safety factor q 0 on axis is lower or larger than one.
SHOTS WITH
In the presence of sawteeth the inner boundary saλ should fixed in the neighborhood of the surface q = 1. It is instructive to check the sensitivity of the results to the choice of the inner boundary surface. In fig.1 the mean square deviation is calculated from (5.1) with the theoretical current density normalized at the experimental value on the inner boundary surface q = 1 and with the experimental current density normalized to its value at a displaced surface q = 1 + ∆q. The mean square deviation is plotted as function of the position of this surface, labeled by ∆q, and one sees that it remains significantly below 10%, and practically insensitive to q for q > 1. At the contrary, in many cases, the deviation increases rapidly when q decreases below one, denoting a worsening of the adherence between the theoretical and the experimental current density profiles in the region dominated by the sawteeth.
It is worthwhile to point out a difference in the dependence of the current density on the poloidal flux in the L and H discharges, which fact could be useful for the understanding of the L-H transition.
As shown by some examples in fig.2 the j(ψ) curve (where the entire dependence of j on r is expressed through ψ (r)) is concave in the case of the L shots ( fig.2a ) and is linear in the case of the H shots ( fig.2b ) up to r ≈ 0.85a. It has been shown [1] that the linear dependence of j on ψ is associated with a state of absolute maximum of the magnetic entropy. Therefore one should expect that the plasma is evolving spontaneously towards this state from the L-state provided that the transition is sufficiently rapid for considering the system as isolated from the external world during the transition time. From the thermodynamic point of view the situation is the same as that of the states described by the Taylor's model of the reversed field pinch. The force free states correspond as well to the absolute maximum of the entropy [1] with j ˜ A (A, vector potential). Consequently they should be reached spontaneously in a pinch configuration provided that the plasma could be considered as isolated from the external world (e.g. enclosed in a perfectly conductive shell and not
subject to auxiliary heating). This condition is verified only approximately in practical devices.
In the following figures typical situations extracted from the list of Table I are illustrated in detail by plotting the experimental and theoretical current density and pressure profiles, as well as the experimental non Ohmic net power deposition p E on electrons, which is a mark of the discharge.
In figs. 3 to 9 the value of q on the minor axis is lower than one, while in figs.10 to 11 it is larger. In the former case the theoretical profiles are calculated in the region q ≥ 1. The experimental profiles were measured at a time (specified in the plots) when the discharge can be considered as stationary.
In fig.3 we present an example of the ECRH discharge in FTU (shot 18290). In this shot the EC power ).
Shots with q 0 1 > : In order to compare the theory with not relaxed situations and to gain a comprehensive view of its limits of validity, we have considered a variety of current density profiles.
The list of table I includes cases where the current profile has been controlled at the centre by external interventions such as ramps-up and non inductive current drive in order to modify the q profile and generate an internal transport barrier (shots JET 53298, 58148, 59397, 59211, 53506). As we shall see, the region of validity of the SME profiles is restricted to those values of λsa which exclude the region where strong external modification of the current has taken place. The same situation occurs in the case of the discharge 59397 with the net electron power deposition shown in fig.12(a) . In this case a deep central hole in the current profile is created by the combined effects of the ramp-up of the current, of the bootstrap current and of the Lower Hybrid-NBI+ICRH heating, in order to generate an internal transport barrier. The other shots with q min > 1 listed in Table II are treated with the same procedure as above: first one solves the SME equation in the whole interval from r = 0 to r = sa in order to determine the region of adherence between theory and experiment. Then the SME equation is solved again in this region with the appropriate boundary conditions.
Recently two papers appeared [6], [7] , in which the experimental indications on the profile consistency, collected from different machines, are discussed. In ref.
[7] the experiments are compared with the assumption that the "canonical" current density and pressure profiles are proportional, i.e. j p . It is also stated that "in the SME theory an unambiguous connection between canonical current and pressure profiles is not established". In fact the relation j p assumed in ref.
[7], has been derived from the SME model in the Ohmic case (see ref.
[8], eqs. (14) and (16)). In the presence of auxiliary heating the simple relation above is not valid and the profiles of j and p are described by the more flexible SME equations (2.1) and (4.8). The insensitivity of the SME equilibrium to the intensity and the form of the deposited power profile is contained in the properties of invariance of these equations.
CONCLUSIONS
In the absence of strong external artificial interventions such as intense non inductive drive, the current density and pressure profiles assumed spontaneously by the plasma at equilibrium in the tokamak can be derived from general variation principles. These principles follow from an extension of the thermodynamic formalism to high temperature (collisionless) magnetic plasma equilibria, based on probability and information [1] , which leads to the magnetic entropy functional (1.1). The induced current density is described by eq. (2.1), which is derived from the condition that the magnetic entropy of the tokamak, considered as an open system, is stationary locally (the SME condition). The pressure profile is described by eq.(4.8), which follows from SME, combined with the requirement that the plasma thermal energy is minimum.
Within its limits of validity, the description based on the equations above is of surprising precision and simplicity. These results are of theoretical as well of practical interest. They are of theoretical interest because they establish the reliability of the thermodynamic point of view, which allows, under certain conditions, the description of the plasma equilibrium without resorting to the complicated mathematics of the dynamical treatment for eliminating the arbitrariness implicit in the Grad-Shafranov equation. They are of practical interest because they imply that the transport coefficients are so constrained as to adapt the transport to the equilibrium determined by the general variation principles. The global point of view offered by thermodynamics, though independent of the detailed dynamical mechanisms, allows the unraveling of those phenomenological parameters, which are at the heart of the physical process and which are therefore worthy of the more specific dynamical analysis. One example is the observation on the H-states indicated in fig.2 , which points to a specific thermodynamic distinction between the L-and H-states, worthy of a more detailed inspection susceptible of fruitful results. Thus, once the soundness of the variation principles is 
APPENDIX:
CORRECTION FOR A CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY WITH ELONGATION
A geometrical correction for noncircular geometry, even though approximate, is applied to the calculation of all integral quantities (total current, total power, magnetic poloidal flux and so on) by One then defines an effective current density j eff (r) = j tot (r)J(r), and an effective poloidal magnetic field given by the equation
The safety factor is obtained from the expression (A3) where I(r) = 2π ∫ j eff (r) rdr.
The expression (4.8) for the pressure is also corrected by introducing the Jacobian J(x) in the integral involving the power density (the effective power being p E (x)J(x)) and expressing the poloidal flux ψ with the effective magnetic field given by (A2). Clearly the correction above holds only for a large aspect ratio and is defective when toroidal geometrical effects become important.
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